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THE ENERGY RECORD OF THE SENATE

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the Senate has passed nearly every energy measure advocated in its program for energy sufficiency approved unanimously by the majority conference last February. There remain to be acted upon only a few of the issues advocated in the Senate’s energy program. These include: First, the creation of a National Energy Production Board; second, a major mandatory coal conversion proposal; third, a pricing policy for oil, for natural gas and for utilities; and fourth, tax incentives and penalties that must complement the conservation and production objectives. These are the only major issues that remain. They will be acted upon soon after the Senate returns from the statutory recess.

What is remarkable is not what remains to be done, however, it is what the Senate has already achieved in terms of reaching our goal of energy sufficiency in order to obtain a substantial reduction in or dependence upon imports.

For the Senate, the record is magnificent. It is one in which all Senators may take great pride. To let that record speak for itself, I list those bills we have passed in connection with the goal they seek to achieve and I ask unanimous consent that the list may be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the list was ordered to be printed in the Record, as follows:

**STATUS OF ENERGY RELATED BILLS**

Coal and task bill No. and title, and passed Senate:

I. Reduce dependence on foreign oil: H.R. 1751—Suspend President’s authority to impose oil import fees for 30 days, Feb. 16, 1976. (Voted, Mar. 4, 1976.)


S. 677—Establish National Strategic Petroleum Reserve Office in the FEA, July 8, 1975.


S. 2172—Permit limited production from NPUs in Colorado and Wyoming, July 29, 1975.


S. 1730—Rail Transportation System, provide funds to repair, May 16, 1976.


S. 2065—Home Energy Disclosure Act.


S. 621—Petroleum price increase limitation (sets ceiling for all except “old” oil at Jan. 3, 1975 price, $1.11-$1.12 per barrel), May 1, 1975.

S. 622—Standby energy authorities (title I, increase ceiling on “old” oil produced by secondary or tertiary recovery, and title III, conservation to other fuels), Apr. 10, 1975.


H. Res. 437—Funding for study of OCS by Select Committee, July 30, 1975.

S. 521—Outer Continental Shelf development, July 30, 1975.

S. 834—Amended the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 to enable States to use funds from development of oil shale for purposes other than public roads and schools, Apr. 22, 1975.